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一.中文摘要














This study establishes the time-domain
wave equation analysis on vertically loaded
raft-pile. The pile interactions are considered
for the soils along the pile restraint with an
effective cap. The dynamic interaction factor
suggested by Dobry and Gazetas (1988), the
dynamic impedance functions of the group-
pile and soil resistances around the pile cap
were established on Novak’s model (1974).
The t-z and Q-z spring as well as the time-
dependent dampings of the soils are
incorporated into the finite different
formulations. Besides the comparison is
made between simplified equivalent pier







































































使用內隱法於時間 tt D+ 時，系統之方程式
可表示為：
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角隅樁 中間樁 邊緣樁 角隅樁 中間樁 邊緣樁 任意樁
2 24.3% 5.3% 16.8% 32.2% 6.8% 21.9% 41.3%
3 26.3% 9.0% 19.5% 34.3% 13.4% 26.7% 46.3%
4 28.1% 11.8% 21.7% 36.4% 17.8% 30.1% 49.9%
S/d
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圖 3  3×3 群樁配置型態之單樁





































































































































圖 7 不同樁長於群樁配置型態 3´3
之單樁位移歷時曲線
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圖 9 受單調載重(上)、衝擊載重(中)、諧和
載重(下)之群樁配置 3´3之理論設計線
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